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Robotics

Imagine being able to come home from work and not have to worry about doing the

chores around the house, just being able to sit back and relax because a robot has been

hard at work all day. How nice would that be, to have a robot at home doing the chores, just

like the Jetsons? Most people would agree that this would be a welcomed luxury. The fact

is that the technology to build robots exists today and we already have robots that can

vacuum the house, clean the pool, make coffee and mow thelawn. Roboticists today are

taking on the challenge of improving these designs so that one day everyone can have

robots like Rosie, the robot maid, in our homes. Over the course of history, people have

always been fascinated by the concept of robots and with today’s technology an entire

industry has developed around robotics for application in the military, in commercial

markets and for research.

A robot is defined as a machine that reacts to changes in the physical world and

has the ability to alter that physical world (Your View). The concept of autonomous robotic

beings has been around for ages dating all the way back to the times of ancient Greece

when Hephaestus was believed to have created “Automate” or golden protectors of the

heavens (Timeline). However, many of those stories where just that: stories. During the

Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci began tinkering with the idea of robots again. It had taken

500 years but da Vinci was able to bring the Greek ideas to reality; he created an
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animated suit of armor that could raise its arms, turn its head and raise its helmet visor.

Because of this invention, da Vinci can be credited with a large contribution to robotics

(Timeline).

As time has progressed, so has technology; the wooden contraptions of da Vinci

gave way to clockwork gears in the 18th century. With the discovery of electricity and the

proliferation of electric motors in the 19th century, humanity came one step closer to having

robots. One of the major breakthroughs for tele-operated robots came from Nikola Tesla, in

1898, when he invented an early form of wireless communication to control a robotic boat

(Tesla). This was a very rudimentary system that only allowed for simple control, but it is the

foundation of most robots today, and also the technology in cell phones and television.

 Among all of these innovations and steps towards the goal of having autonomous

workers, we still did not have a word for what was being created. The word robot was first

used in 1921 by a Czech dramatist in the play “R.U.R”; it came from the Czech word robota

that means serf work (Timeline). The word was made popular by Isaac Asimov in the

1940’s when he developed the three laws of robotics in his short story “Runaround”.

The 1960’s brought a renewed interest in robotics coupled with newly advanced

electronics and computers. This decade led to some of the first robots as we know them

today. These robots started out very simplistically; mainly they were arms with prerecorded

instructions stored on magnetic drums used on assembly lines to speed up menial tasks

(Timeline). As computational power progressed, with the advent of the silicone transistor,

so did robots and their capabilities. Robots and their applications have exploded in the last

three decades to the extent that they now create many of the products we use in our daily
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lives, for example automobiles and the packaging of all the food we eat. We are

surrounded so entirely by them that most of the time we don’t even notice their existence.

Over their history, robots have come in many shapes and sizes, and have been built

of a variety of materials, from wood to metal. Today, almost all robots are controlled by a

computer and they consist of a metal or plastic body which is controlled by electric motors

and servos. People who build robots have changed accordingly; today there are three

types of people who work on robots, but they all have one thing in common — they are all

engineers.

The most common type of engineer working on robotics is a mechanical engineer.

They design and build the mechanical aspects of the robots. Almost all of the tangible

pieces of a robot are designed by mechanical engineers. Although much of the progress

that is being made in robotics has been centered around artificial intelligence, there are

still many advances, including new polymer and alloy development, that are being in the

mechanical aspects of robotics.

The area of robotics that is getting the most attention and innovation is the software.

Computer scientists develop and write code that controls what a robot does. Their work

interprets sensor and user inputs, to produce the signals for the desired outcome.

Computer scientists, or software engineers as they prefer to be called, have created

amazing programs, and are fast approaching artificial intelligence. One robot can even

recognize itself in the mirror and distinguish itself from other robots that have the same

shape (IEEE). Software engineers of today are constantly pushing the boundaries of what

was previously thought possible.
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What brings the commands of the user and sensors to the software is the electrical

system. These electrical systems are what bring the commands of the software to the

motors, actuators and other mechanical devices. All robots have some kind of electrical

system, which includes more than just wires; it also includes the computer chip that stores

the software, the electrical motors and the end manipulators. Electrical engineers also

design and build many of the other systems that go into robots. This can include everything

from Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)  to Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems

and other sensors. The biggest contribution of electrical engineers is the control systems,

including radio and other forms of wireless communication, from both human and other

robot input; cloud computing and robotic “networks” or “swarms” are becoming prevalent

because of their ability to dynamically adapt to any situation.

Regardless of which type of engineer they are, roboticists are all applying theory to

analyze a problem and design a solution (Your Career). Much of the knowledge that

engineers have comes from theory and design classes they took at a post secondary

institution. All engineers have a minimum of a four year college education, however, some

engineering technicians, who assist engineers, only have a two year associates degree.

Engineering is a four year degree that entails a large amount of technical

knowledge that they have to know and be able to apply. Engineers are required to have a

broad working knowledge within their field; they must know how their piece of the

engineering puzzle fits in with the rest, to create a whole product. For a bachelor’s degree

in engineering to be recognized in industry it has to be accredited by the Accreditation

Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) (Electrical Engineers). This accreditation
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implies that the graduate has all of the necessary skills, both fundamental and specific, to

succeed in industry.

Some engineers continue on after they receive their bachelor’s degree to get more

schooling. A large percentage of engineers that continue on, first go into the workforce and

then return to school with the hopes of moving up the corporate ladder and getting a

promotion. This “school-work-school” track provides engineering graduates some

experience and allows them to become better informed about their education. There are

some who, upon completion of their undergrad degree, either enjoy the schooling or find

some niche in their field and choose to stay in school to focus their education. Students

who go directly into graduate studies begin to hone their knowledge and often come out

specializing in one specific aspect of the engineering process. These highly trained

individuals are commonly consultants who get brought in on a project, to solve a specific

task, and when their job is complete they move on.

As new robots and other engineering projects move further and further forward and

become more sophisticated, there is a greater need for highly specific research at a

university level. This demand for advanced research has created a small supply of post

graduate researchers, many of whom are seeking PhDs. The research being conducted at

the collegiate level is pushing into the realm of what no one thought was possible. This

research, and what it represents, is extremely exciting to engineers in the industry. These

findings are in areas that they would never be able to explore in the industry because of

cost.

Today’s job market is a major contributor to engineers staying for a post graduate
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degree. The recession has hit the technology sector and is causing a slowdown in hiring.

Although there are some who describe the outlook for engineers as cheery and optimistic,

the reality is that growth is projected to be 11% which is slightly below the average for all

professions (Bureau). Although robotics would normally be considered a luxury—one of the

hardest hit markets in a recession—it has managed to maintain relevance because of what

it represents and how our culture has come to respect it’s necessity. Looking further

forward, the robotics market can only increase; it has managed to not only survive, but

make progress during one of the largest recessions in recent history. Once the recession

clears up, robotics is poised to make a quick strike to the consumer market and military

applications, alongside the established research applications.

Research applications range greatly from flying robots that use external sensors to

track their position, to large vehicle sized robots that are capable of navigating varied

terrain, to soft robots that can fit through small gaps because they can change their shape

and size (IEEE). The possibilities are literally endless. Some institutions use what are

called research platforms, robots designed specifically for testing different software,

sensors and manipulators. Some are used to test advanced image processing algorithms,

while others test new and advanced methods of grasping or manipulating the world around

them (IEEE). Other labs and universities are designing an entire robotic system from the

ground up to compete in events, like the DARPA Grand Challenge (a competition to

design and build an intelligent car that can navigate in traffic) or the UAV Forge

competition (a DARPA sponsored challenge to build a small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle that

can accomplish predefined tasks).
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These competitions bring the minds and resources of large universities to the aid of

the government by enticing the school with large prizes and bragging rights, if they are able

to successfully complete the challenge. The US Military has adopted what they are calling

the Future Combat System (FCS), which will integrate the latest in robotic fighting vehicles

and robotic reconnaissance platforms, all accessible to the soldier on the ground.  The end

goal is to be able to completely remove the soldier from the battlefield preventing the loss

of human life entirely.

Reconnaissance vehicles can be broken down into three types. The first is scout

and century vehicles that are capable of autonomous navigation and threat detection.

There are currently prototypes in operation with promising results, including one that has

the ability to traverse most obstacles and those it can’t, it navigates around (Crusher). The

reconnaissance information that these vehicles gather can then be relayed back to troops

on the ground. The second is unmanned aerial vehicles or UAVs, as they are commonly

referenced. These are already being used to support ground forces, however there is no

way for the soldier on the ground to communicate and coordinate his information with that

of the UAV operator, unless it is part of prearranged fire support. The third and most crucial

reconnaissance vehicle is man-portable. These small vehicles come in many shapes and

sizes; some are flying and others can be thrown or driven into unknown enviornments. The

common thread is that all of these small robots can be easily deployed on a

squad-by-squad basis to increase situational awareness (IEEE). FCS also includes

combat vehicles that can be tele-opperated; this removes the crew from danger and allows

for greater reliability and firepower at reduced vehicle weights. Current initiatives are for
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NLOS (Non Line Of Sight) weapons that are capable of firing “smart” rounds which can

track a target. Additionally, the army has plans for other NLOS weapon systems including a

mortar which will be capable of fire support for platoons. In addition to ground combat

vehicles, the FCS will incorporate both manned and unmanned aircraft capable of

providing close air support and strategic target elimination. Some of the UAVs for this type

of mission are already in use by the military, but future upgrades will provide ground forces

with easier communication and facilitate situational awareness.

 Most of the innovations of yesteryear's consumer market were originally developed

for the military; as the consumer market has developed it has created a great demand for

rapid innovation that can only be filled by products developed specifically for consumers.

The most common type of robots in the consumer market are devices that can perform our

chores autonomously. Many homes have already adopted autonomous robotic vacuums

like the Roomba which is capable of navigating and cleaning any room at a programmable

time. Robotic lawn mowers and pool cleaners use similar techniques to alleviate us of

these tasks as well. Not all robots in our houses have such noble purposes. There are a

number of toys designed for kids that are actually simple robots; they are able to interact

with and interpret commands from the user. Household robots are projected to have $33

billion in revenue by 2025 (Courtney). This kind of growth will likely propel the utilitarian

robots well beyond the more basic toys.

What most people don't realize is that in addition to the robots that are actually in

our homes, their are innumerable robots that work “behind the scenes” playing a role in

almost everything that we use or purchase on a daily basis. These robots do everything
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from placing components on circuit boards, milling metal parts, even final assembly and

packaging. Some are simple designs, performing one task over and over, while others are

more complex, performing a number of different operations occasionally even changing

tools. These robots are able to perform dangerous tasks and ensure consistency along a

production line while alleviating human workers of repetitive and simplistic tasks.

Robots are also working alongside humans in hospitals across the country. Doctors

are using robots to perform surgeries in remote locations. These systems allow a

renowned surgeon to perform surgeries for patients around the country without the patient

or surgeon leaving their respective hospitals. Robotic surgeons, controlled by a doctor, are

able to perform surgeries with less damage to surrounding tissue; this is because the

robotic manipulators are much smaller and less intrusive than a human hand. Additionally,

the surgeon, whether he be on site or in a remote location, has a better view of the surgical

site. Robotisists have also contributed to the biomedical field with innovations in

prosthetics. Prosthetics started out as peg legs and hooks for hands; today there are legs

with active knees that allow amputees to sit and stand, as well as run and even traverse

stairs, and arms that can be controlled by electronic signals from the brain.These

innovations have helped the medically disabled to recover faster and re-adapt to normal

life.

Are humanity’s dreams of autonomous workers realized? No, but the promise of

robots, built by engineers, that will one day clean our houses, fight our wars and even

perform surgeries is very real. This is an industry that is in its infancy when it comes to

practical applications, but its roots in an innate human desire will guarantee its long and
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prosperous future.
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